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Critical Point Theory and the Number of Solutions 
of a Nonlinear Dirichlet Problem (*). 
ALFONSO CASTZO (~exico D. F., )/[exico) - A. C. LAZER (Cincinna.ti, Ohio) 
Introduction and Summary. 
The motivation for this paper stems from the following result: 
TttEOREM D. - Let D be a bounded omain in R ~ whose boundary 8D is of class C 2+~ 
for some ~ ~ (0, 1). Let ~ denote the Laplavian and 
the sequence o] eigenvatues of the boundary value problem 
(Au)(x) ÷ ~u(x) = 0 x e D 
u(x) = 0 x ~ 3D , 
with each ~ occurring in the sequenee as o]ten as its multiplicity. I /g  ~ CI(R, R), and 
there exist constants 7 and 7' and an integer £V sueh that 
Z~ ~ 7<g'(t)< ~,'<: ).N+~ 
for all t ~ R, then ]or any p ~ C~(D) there xists a unique solution o] the boundary value 
problem 
(P) Au(x) + g(u(x)) = p(x) x e D 
u(x)  = 0 x ~ ~D . 
This result was essentially given by C. L. DOLPtt in [!1]. Although the result is 
not explicit in [11], it follows immediately from results concerning nonlinear integral 
equations of the ttammerstein type via use of the Green's function for the boundary 
value problem (Au) (x )= ](x), x eD;  u (x )= O, x E ~D. 
For different derivations which depend on implicit function theoretic arguments 
we refer the reader to the papers [9] and [16]. Generalizations, which give conditions 
for existence only, can be found in [13] and [14]. 
(*) Ent r~a in Redazione 18 settembre 1977. 
8 - Anna l i  ell Matemat ica  
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A)~B]~OSETTI and P~o~)~ studied the boundary v~lue problem (P) under the as- 
sumption that the range of g' contains an eigenvalue. Specifically, in [2], they showed 
that if g(0) = 0, g"(t) > 0 for ~ll t, andtl~mg'(t) =- g ' (~ c~) with 
then (P) bus either zero, one, or two solutions. More precisely, they showed that  in 
the Banach space C~(D) there exists a C ~ closed manifold M whose complement 
consists of two components Uo and U2 such that (P) has no solution for p E Uo, (P) 
has two solutions for p e U,, and (P) has one solution for p E M. 
In this paper we also consider the boundary value problem under the assump- 
tion that  the r~nge of g' contains an eigenvalue. We shall show that  slight altera- 
tions of the conditions of Theorem D imply nonuniqueness of the solutions of (P) 
for suitably restricted p(x). With stronger assumptions on g we can give the exact 
number of solutions. Specifically, we will prove the following results: 
T~EO~E~ A. - Let D and p satis]y the same smoothness contitions as in Theorem D. 
Assume g(O) = O, g E C1( - c~, c~), and g' is bounded. I] there exist an integer N and 
numbers 7 and y' such that )~v ~ y ~ ~"~ ~+~ with g'(t) ~7'  ]or all t ~ (-- 0% co) and 
(*) 
and if 
(**.) 
t 
[f - -  c~o < inf g(s)ds - -  
t~ L J .l 
0 
g'(O) < 2~ , 
then the homogeneous problem 
(.eo) (Au)(x) + g(u(~)) = o x e D 
u(x) = 0 x ~ ~D 
has at least two solutions; in particular, there exists a nontrivial solution el (Po). If,  
in addition to ( ,$),  we assume that 
(***) g'(O) ~ ).j for all j ,  
then, i] the L2(D) norm el p(x) is suNiciently small, the nonhomogeneous problem (P) 
has at least three solutions. 
Tm~O~EM B. - Zet p and D satis]y the same smoothness conditions as in Theorem D. 
Assume that g(O) = O, g ~ G~(R, R), and that tg"(t) ~ 0 almost everywhere. I] lira g'(t) 
t -~  oo 
= g'(~) and l img ' ( t )= g'(-- c~) are ]inite and there exists an integer • sqzch that 
t -~  oo 
(a) 2~-_1 ~ g'(O) ~ ~,  
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(b) ~< g'(c~) < ~N+~, 
and 
(e) ~< g'(-- c~) < ~+1, 
then there exists a number > 0 such that problem (P) has exactly three solutions provided 
that the Z2(D) norm o] p is smaller than r. We emphasize that  it is not necessary that  
g'(~) = g'(-- ~) .  
In case the function g is odd we have the following substantial improvement of 
the first part  of Theorem A: 
TttEOI~E~ C. - I] the hypotheses o/ Theorem A are satisfied, i] g is odd, and i/ 
K <N is the integer such that 
).x_i<g'(0) < 2x<~ 
then there are at least 2(N -- K -~- 1) nontrivial solutions of (Po)- 
In Theorem A, the condition ( .)  will be satisfied if l im infg ' ( t )>~. However, 
g'(t) can be less than 7 for arbitrari ly large values of t ~ and still satisfy condition (.) .  
Our method of proving al] three theorems consists of reducing a certain infinite 
dimensional problem to a finite dimensional problem and then applying finite di- 
mensional critical point theory. Our main tool from critical point theory, which is 
Theorem 1 of the next section, appears to be new an4 we hope that it will have other 
applications. To prove Theorem C we make use of a result due to CLA~K [8] concern- 
ing Zusternik-Sehnirelman theory. 
Although the idea of reducing problems uch as / )  to finite dimensional problems 
has now become standard (see for example [3] or [6]), our method of reduction is 
novel in the sense that it involves a variational principle. The abstract methods 
developed in this paper can obviously be used to treat more general elliptic boundary 
v~lue problems and nonlinear integral equations of the Hammerstein type- -we have 
considered the simple problem (P) for clarity of exposition. 
We mention one open problem related to Theorem C that we have not been able 
to resolve using our methods. In this case n ~ 1 we can show that,  if the conditions 
of Theorem A hold, then the assertion of Theorem C is true without the condition 
that g be odd. We suspect hat  this also holds for n > 1. 
1. - Finite dimensional critical point theory. 
The main results of this section will be used only in the proof of the second asser- 
t ion of Theorem A and in Theorem B. 
Let  ] ~ CI(R ., R). I f  c is a real number we let 
/o = {x e ~ l / (x )<c} ,  
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and 
Ko = {x e R'lf(x) = c, W(x)  = 0} .  
We suy that ] satisfies the Palais-Smale condtion, or (P -  S) if, whenever {x~}~ is
a sequence such that {f(x,)}~ is bounded and Vf(x~) -~ 0 as n --> c~, then some sub- 
sequence of {x~}~ converges. 
The following (~ deformation lemma ~ is a very special case of a known result 
due to CLA~K [8]. 
LEPTA 1. - I] / ~ C~(R ~, R) satisfies condition (P -- S), and if for some number e, 
K~ = O, then there exists a number s > 0 and a continuous function F:  R ~ X [0, 1] --> ~ 
such that: 
(a) ~(1°+~, 1) c/o-o,  
(b) f(F(x, t)) <f(x) for a~ x e ~,  t e [0, 1], 
(c) F(x, O) = x, x e R". 
In what follows we let H.,(A) denote the m-th singular homology group over the 
integers of a topological space A; H~(A) will denote the corresponding augmented 
homology group. We let Cm(A) denote the group of singular chains on A; and if 
z ~ C~(A) is m-cycle, with respect to the augmented boundary operator, then [z] 
E H~(A) will denote the augmented homology class of z. I f  w ~ C~(A), then [w I c A 
will denote the support of w. Finally, if g: A -~ B is continuous, then C~(g): C~(A) --> 
-+ C~(B) will denote the chain map induced by g, and H~(g): H~(A) ->H~(B) will 
denote the corresponding augmented homology functor. For further explanation 
of these terms see [12] or [22]. 
Tm~0~EM 1. -- Let / ~ C~(R', ~) satisfy the (P -  S) condition. I f  for some number 
a and some integer m~O, H~(/a) V: {0}, then there exists ~ ~lg ~ such that ](~)~a and 
vf(~) = o 
1)~ooF. - %re define ~ collection Z of compact subsets of R ~ as follows: Let  z be 
any m-cycle on ]~, with respect to the augmented boundary operator, such that  
[z] ¢ 0 in H~(f~). Clearly, z is also an (augmented) m-cycle on R ~. Therefore, since 
H~(/~ '~) = {0}, there exists w ~ C.~+i(R ~)such that  z = ~+lw, where ~+~: C~,+I(R ~) --> 
--> C~(R ~) is the m + 1-dimensionul boundary opera.tot. We let Z denote the collec- 
tion of all supports Iw], where w is a singular {m + 1)-chain on R ~ that  arises in the 
foregoing manner. The hypothesis  of the theorem implies that  Z# O. We claim 
that 
(1) s n {xll(x) > a} ~ 0 if ,.S' e Z.  
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Indeed, suppose S = twi where Om+~w = z e Cm(f ~)and [z] :/= 0 in H~(]a). I f  (1) did 
not hold, then w e C~+~(j ) and hence [z] = 0 in H~(Ja), which is a contradiction. 
Consequently, 
(2) c ---- inf max ](x) > a. 
I t  follows that  the theorem will be proved if we can show that K~ ¢ ¢. Let us assume 
that  Ko ~ {b. By Clark's deformation lemma, there exists 2~: R ~ x [0, 1] -+ R ~ such 
that. assertions (a), (b) and (c) of Lemma 1 hold. I f  f(x)~<e, then according to condi- 
tion (b), /(F(x, t)) <~](x)<~c for t e [0, 1]. Hence 
(3) F(Io x [o, 1]) c 1o. 
I~et P denote the restriction of F to 1~ x [0, 1] and let F~: ]~ -> ] t, k = 0, 1 be defined 
by _~.(x)~ F(x, 0) and /7~(x)= F(x, 1). Considering the corresponding homology 
functors, H~(Fk): H~(]~)-->H{~(/~), we infer from (3) and the homotopy invariance 
theorem of homology theory (see [12, p. 45] or [22, p. 200]) that  H~(/~0)= H~(F~). 
But, from condition (c) of Lemma 1, ~Vo(x) = x for x ~ ]% and hence 
If ~ > 0 is as in condition (a) of Lemma 1, then by the definition of e in (2), there 
exists S ~ X such that  S c f+~. Consequently, 
(5) S~ = ~(s ,  1) c l °-~ . 
Suppose S [w] with ~m+~W Z~ C,~(]~), and [z] # 0 in # ~ -~ == H~,~(] ). Let E ( ,  1) (x)= 
= F(x, 1) if x ~ R ". l~rom (4), we have 
[e ra ( r ( ,  ~))~] = [c,~(A)~] = H~,<Y~)([~]) = [~] # o in H~(/° ) .  
Thus, since 
~,.+IGm+I(F( , 1))w = C,.(F( , 1)) a=+~w = C~(F( , 1))z, 
it follows that  [Cm+I(F( , 1)) w I ~E. Clearly, 
I~+I (F ( ,  1)) wt = ~(lwl, 1) = F(s ,  l) = $1, 
which proves that  $1 a Z. However, by (5) max ](x)<~v- e wich contradicts tile deft- 
nitions of c given in (2). This contradiction proves that K~ # ~b and by eariier emarks 
it also proves the theorem. 
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In the following, if v: /2 '~ -+ R ~ is continuous and ~ is an isolated zero of v, then 
i(v, ~) will denote the index of v at ~ (see [17, p. 32]). 
TKEOt~E:~ 2. -- Let / e C2(R ~, R). I / / (x )  -+ oo as IIx II -~ oo and the set o/solutions 
of V/(x) -~ 0 is a finite set {xo, xl, x~, ..., x~}, then 
k 
i(vf, x~) = 1. 
J=0  
P~ooF. - Clearly, the growth condition on f implies that  f satisfies (P - -  S). If  
the number a is chosen so large f(xj) < a for j = 0, 1, ..., k then, by Theorem 1, we 
infer that  H~m(/a) = {0} for all m~>0. Hence, H~(] ~) -= {0) for m~>l, and Ho(] a) is 
infinite cyclic. Since a is a regular value for f, f~ is a C ~ n-manifold with boundary 
and the C ~ vector field Vf points outward at each boundary point. Since xj ~fa  
j = 0, ..., k, the Poinear6-Hopf theorem ([17, p. 35]) implies that  
k 
i(vf, x,).= ~ ( -  1)~ rank (re(Y)) = 1 
~=0 ~=0 
and the theorem is proved. 
If VJ(2) = 0, we say that ~ is a nondegenerate critical point of f if the Hessian 
matr ix of / at ~ is nonsingular. 
TttEOICEt~I  3 .  - .Let f e C ' (R  n, R) .  I f  f (x)  ---> c~ as I]x[l --> c~; if  rain ](x) = ](xo) 
and if there exists a nondegenerate critical point xl of f such that x~ V: xo, then f has at 
least three distinct critical points. 
P~oo~. - I f  xo is a point such that f(xo) = .rain f(x), then Vf(xo) = 0, and if f has 
an isolated minimum at xo, then i(Vf, Xo) ~ 1. A proof of this geometrically evident 
fact can be found in [20] or [21]. Since x1 is a nondegenerate critical point of f, it 
follows that  i(V], xl) = ~ 1 (see [17, p. 37]). If  the theorem were false the only 
eritiea.1 points of f would be xl and an. isolated minimum point xo. Consequently, 
the sum of the indices of V /a t  its zeros would be 0 or 2, contradicting Theorem 2. 
This proves the result. 
REMAI~K. - -  Using the reasoning of Theorem 3, I~A:BINOSWITZ [21] proved that if 
B is a bounded domMn, with V] # 0 on the boundary;  if the Brouwer degree d(V], 
B, 0) = 1; if f has a local minimum at a point x0 ~ B; and if f has a nondegenerate 
critical point xl e B with xl V: x0 ; then f has at least three critical points in B. As- 
suming that ] satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2, the proof of Theorem 2 shows 
that if B = {x]/(x)< a}, then d(V], B, 0)= 1 provided a is large. 
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2. -  An abstract theorem on I-Iilbert space functionals. 
Our next result is a strengthening of a theorem proved in [5] and [16]. A few 
details will be omitted in the proof. 
Let H be ~ real It i lbert spuce and 17 ~ real valued function defined on H with 
second continuous Fr~chet derivutive. As is customary, we define a C ~ m~p V/~: 
H-+ H such that  F(u)(w) ~-- (V_F(u), w} by means of the l~iesz-Frechet theorem. 
The derivative o~ VF at u e H, which is a self-adjoint operator on H, will be denoted 
by D~F(u). 
TttEOI~E~ 4. -- Let F ~ C2(H, R), and suppose the ]ollowing conditions are satis]ied: 
(a) VF(0) --~ 0 and there exist closed subspaees X~ and 7(~ of H and a constant 
m~ ~ 0 such that 
(b) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
There 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
11 = X1Q YI, 
dim XI < ~,  
(D~(O)x ,  x}<~O, /or all x~X~,  
(P~F(O)y, y}>~m~llylI ~ for all y e Y~. 
exist closed subspaces X and Y of 11 and a constant m ~ 0 such that 
11= XO Y, 
dim X~ < dim X < ~,  
(~"]X)(x) -+-  co as ][x]t -~ ~ (where F IX  is the restriction of ~w to X),  
(D2F(u)y,  y}>~m]lyll ~ /or all y ~ Y and all u ~H.  
ASSER~IOZ~. - There exists uo ~ 1t with uo ~ 0 such that VF(uo)~ 0. 
Y(uo) : max rain/~(x + y).  
m~X y~Y 
!] condition (iii) is replaced by 
(iii*) (D2F(O) x, x} < 0 if x ~ X~ and x V= O, 
there exists us E H with us V= 0 and u~ ve uo such that VF(u2) = 0. 
Moreover, 
P~oo~. - :For fixed ~ ~ X define g: Y -+ R by g(y) = F(& -~ y). I f  k ~ Y then 
d 
(Vg(y), k} = ~tg(y -~ tk)It= o -- (VF(2 + y), k} 
and 
d 2 
(D2g(y)k, k} = ~ig(Y  + tk)]~=o = (D~tZ(& + y)k, k} . 
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Hence, by (viii), for y ~ Y and k e t ~, 
(6) <D~g(y) k, k} >~ mI] k H 2 . 
As is well-known (see, for example [23, p. 79-80])~ (6) implies the existence of ~ ~ K 
such that 
g(~) = rain g(y) and Vg(?)) = O. 
ysY  
Since, for some s ~ (0, 1), 
<Vg(y~) -- Vg(y~), y~-- y~> = <D~g(y~ ÷ s(y~-- Y2))(Y~-- Y2), Y~-- Y~} ~mlIY~-- y~II 2 
(see [23, p. 37]), Vg can have only one zero on Y so ?) is unique. Setting ?) ----- ~v(~) 
this defines a map q: X --> Y. Thus, given x E X,  q~(x) is the unique member of 17 
such that 
(7) <VF(x ÷ qv(x)), k> = 0 for all k e Y, 
and such that 
(s) t'(x ÷ ~(x)) = min 2'(x ÷ y). 
yq l  r 
A simple argument based on the implicit function theorem shows that the con- 
dition (viii) implies that  ~ is of class C 1. See [16, p. 597-598] for the details. 
We claim that the function G: X -> R, which is defined by G(x) ----- ~(x  ÷ q~(x)), 
is of class C ~. This is not immediately apparent since we only know that ~ e C~( Y, X). 
I f  h~ X, we have 
d d 
<W(x), h> = G(x ÷ th)It=o = ~r (x  ÷ th ÷ ~.(x ÷ th))l~=o = 
= <W'(x + ~(x)), h + q~'(x)(h)>. 
Since ~'(x) is a linear map from X to Y we see that k ~ qJ(x)(h) ~ Y, so by  (7) and 
the above 
(9) <W(x), h> = <VF(x + ~(x)), h>. 
Since 2' is of class C 2, VF is of class C1; hence, since ~ ~ C 1, it follows that  <VG(x), h> 
is of class C 1 for all h e K. This implies that  G is of class C2~ and if h e X, 
(10) <D~O(x)h,h> =~<VG(x÷th) ,h>l t=o = <VE(x÷th+cf (x+th) ) ,h>t~=o 
= <D2~(x + ~s(x))(h + ~v'(x)(h)), h}. 
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In order to obtain another expression for <D2G(x)h, h> we observe from (7) that  
if h e X and /~ e Y then <VF(x -}- th -[- cf(x ~ th)), k> = 0 for all t. 
Hence, 
(11) a~ <VF(x + th + ~(x + t~)), k> 1~o = 
= <D~F(x + ~(x))(~ + o:(x)(h)), k> = o if k e Y .  
Therefore, by setting k = qJ(x)(h) ~ Y, we see from (10) that,  if h ~ X, then 
(12) < D~G(x) h, h> : < DZ F( x -~- cf( x)) (h -~- ~'(x)(h)), h -~ q0'(x)(h)>. 
To prove the first assertion of Theorem 4, we observe, by setting y = 0 in (8), 
that  
~(x ÷ ~(x)) <F(x) if x e X. 
Hence, according to assumption (viii), 
(13) 
Since dim X < 0% this implies the existence of xo e X with 
(14) G(xo) = max G(x). 
x~X 
Therefore, if h~X is arbitrary, we infer from (9) that  <VG(xo), h> = <VF(xo 
~(xo) ) ,h>=0.  Since H=XGY,  if wEH,  w=h~k with heX an4 kEY ,  
so by  (7) and the above <VF(xo + cf(xo)), w> : O. Consequently, if uo = xo -[- ~(xo) 
then V/~(uo) ~ 0, and from (8) and (14) it follows that  
F(uo) = max F(x + ~o(x)) = max min F(x -~ y). 
x~X z~X yeY  
To complete the proof of the first assertion we must show that uo # 0. To this 
end we consider the subspace W of H defined by 
w = {w e HEw = ~ + ~'(Xo)(a), ~ e x} .  
Since ~o'(Xo)(h) ~ Y if h ~ X and X c~ Y = {0}, it follows that  dim W = dim X. 
h ~ X, then by (14), 
4 2 
<D~G(xo)h, > =~ G(xo + th)[~o<O. 
I f  
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Hence, using (12), we see that  
<~)~(xo + ~(Xo))(~ + ~'(xo)(~)), ~ + ~'(Xo)(~)) <o 
for all h e X~ ~nd so 
(~5) <D~F(uo) w, w) < 0 for w ~ W. 
Let w~, ..., w~ be a basis for W. According to (i) H---- X~@ Irl SO there exist r~ e X1 
and s~ e IZx for /~ = 1~ ..., m such that  
w~ = r~-~- s~, k = 1, ...~ m. 
:By (vi), dim X~< dim X = dim W = m, so there exist numbers c~, ..., e,,, not all 
zero, such that  c~r~ - . . .-~ c~r,~ = 0; therefore 
/c=l  7c=I 
and dJ V= 0. Thus by condition (iv), <D~/~(0)@, @) > 0. Since ~ e W, it follows 
from (15) that  u0 ¢ 0, and the proof of the first part  of Theorem 4 is complete. 
To prove the second assertion of Theorem 4, we first observe that  0 is a critieM 
point of G distinct f rom xo. Indeed, since Vi~(0) = 0, and since according to (6), 
given x e X ,  q~(x) is the unique member  of :Y such that  (VF(x  @ ~(x)), k)  = 0 for 
all k E I z, it follows that  ~(0) = 0. Therefore, by (9), if h ~ X, <VG(0), h) = (VF(0  
@ ~(0)), h)  = <VE(0),h)  = 0, so VG(0) = 0. Since, as shown above u0= xo 
@ ¢(xo) ¢ 0, it follows that  xo ¢ 0. 
We claim tha,t the condition (iii*) implies that  0 is ~ nondegenerate critical point. 
To see this, we first show thut the kernel of D~F(0) is trivial. I f  D2/~(0)~ = 0 and 
u = r @ s with r e X1 and s e Yx then the self-adjointness of D~F(0) implies that  
0 = <r-- s, D2F(O)(r @ s)) = <r, D~tZ(O)r)-  <s, D~F(O)s). 
Since conditions (iii*) and (iv) imply that  <s, D~F(O)s)< 0 unless s = 0, and <r, 
D2F(O)r) > 0 unless r = 0, it follows that  u = 0. Suppose now that  for some h leX  
D~/(0) hi = 0. I t  follows f rom (9) that  if h~ e X then 
(16) d 0 = (D~G(O)hl, h2> ---- ~ (VG(thl), h2> I~=o 
= _d <VP(thl + ~(thl)), ~)I,~o = <D2~(0)(~ + ~'(0)hl), h~) = 0. 
dt 
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From (11) we see that if k ~ Y then 
(D~(0)(h~ + V'(0)h~), ~ = (D'~(0 + V(0))(h~ + ~'(0)h~), ~} = 0. 
Since H = X O Y, this and (16) show that (D~F(0)(h~-~ o'(0)h~), u} == 0 for all 
u~H.  Hence h~-~r(0)h1~-0  so h~=0.  This proves the claim that the linear 
map D~G(0): X -~X is nonsingular. 
Consider the function ] :X - ->R defined by ] (x )=-  G(x). By  (13) and (14), 
/(x) -> c~ as [Ix II --> c~ and f(xo) = mixn f(x). As shown above 0 is a nondegenerate 
critical point of ] distinct from xo. Therefore, by Theorem 3 of the previous section, 
there exists a point x2 E X, with x~ va xo and x2 v a 0 such that V/(x2) ~-- 0. Therefore 
if h e X, it follows from (9) that  (VF(x~ + q~(x~)), h~ = (VG(x2) , h} = O. Since 
according to (7) (VF(x~ Jr ~(x~)), k) = 0 for all k e Y, we infer that  VF(x~ -{- of(x2)) 
= 0. Finally, since X n ~Y = {0}, we see that u~ = x2 ~- qp(x~) ¢ Xo ~- ~(xo) -~ uo, 
and us v a 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
3. - P roof  o f  Theorem A.  
We shall first prove Theorems A and B for weak solutions and defer discussion 
of regularity unti l  the end of the paper. 
To derive Theorem A from Theorem 4 we take as our real Hilbert space H the 
Sobolev space /~/~(D) which is the comlaletion of the inner product space consisting 
of real C ~ functions having support contained in D with inner product 
<u, v>~ = f<Vu(x), Vv(x)> dx.  
D 
We let <, >o denote the usual L2(D) inner product. I f  {2.~)~ is the sequence defined 
in the introductory section, if for each m, q~ satisfies (A~) (x )+ 2m~(x)-----0 if 
xeD and q~(x) = 0 for x ~ ~D, and if <q~, ~z>o = ~,  then for all ueH 
¢o 
(17) <u, u>~ = ~: ;~<~, u>~ 
m=l  
and 
(is) (u, u)o = ~ <~m, u)g 
(see, for example, [9] or [4]). If  N is the integer that  uppers in the statement of 
Theorem A, we let X denote the finite dimensional subspaee of H spanned by ~1, 
~,  ..., ~ and Y = X ~. From (17) and (18) it follows that 
(19) (Y, Y~I~ 2~+1(y, Y~o if y ~ :Y, 
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and 
(20) <x, x>x <~ 2~<x, x}o if x e X .  
Let K<~N be the integer such that  
(21) ~_~<g'(O) < ~<~,  
where ~o =-  0% and let X~ denote the span of {ql, ..., q~_1} and :Y~ = X~. We 
define F :  H --> R by 
(22) :~(u) - <u,2u>~ f V(u(x)) dx 
D 
t 
where V(t)= fg(s)ds. As is shown in [16]~ the boundedness and continuity of g' 
0 
implies that  _F ~ C2(H, R). Moreover, if w E H 
f <vF(u), W>l = ~(u  + tw)lt=o = <u, w>~ - g(u(x))w(x)dx. 
J0 
Therefore, weak solutions of the boundary value problem (Po) coincide with critical 
points of /~. 
I f  u, v, and w are in H, then 
(23) 
D 
Thus from (19) and the hypothesis of Theorem A, we see that  if y ~ :Y, 
v '  
(24) <D2~(u)y, y>l>~ <y, y}~--y'<y, y}o>~m<y, y}~, m = 1 - - . ' - ->  O. 
~N+I  
Hence condition (viii) of Theorem 4 is satisfied. I f  x a X, it follows from condition ( . )  
of Theorem A, (20), and (22) that  for some constant c 
/~(x) ~< ~ ~ ~ 1 -  <x, x>l -~- e. 
Since 2N < y we see that  condition (vii) of Theorem 4 si satisfied. 
F rom the definition of X1 and Y1, and (17)-(18), we have <r,r>~<~K_~<r,r>o 
if r EX~ and <s, s>l>2~(s, S>o if s E Y~. Consequently, f rom (21) and (23) we see 
that,  if r e X1, then 
r, r>~ = <r, r>~-- fg'(O) r(x) ~ dx < <r, r}~-- ~_~<r, r>o < O ; <D~(0) 
D 
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while, if s a Y~, then 
(D2.~(0)8, 8)~ = (s, s)~--g'(O)(s, s)o> (1 - -~) )  (s, s}~ = m~(s,  s ) , .  
Since m~ > 0, conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 4 are verified. Since the remainder 
of the conditions (i)-(viii) of Theorem 4 are obviously satisfied, it follows that  conditions 
( .)  and (**) of Theorem A imply the existence of at least two solutions of pro- 
blem (Po). 
Suppose now that  condition (***)  of Theorem A is satisfied. In this case we see 
from (23) that  
(25) ).~_~ < g'(0) < ~x. 
I f  X~ and :Y~ are defined as before, then the inequality (D~(O)s,s}~m~(s,s~}a 
for s ~ Y1 is still valid and our previous reasoning shows that i~ r e X~, then 
(D~(O)r ,  r} l  = (r, r}~ -- g'(O) (r, r}o < [1 - -  g'(O)] ( r ,  r}l -~ - -  ms ( r ,  r}~ 
where m.. > 0. Since D2F is continuous there exists ~ > 0 such that ID2F(u)- 
-- D2_F(O)I < rain (m~/2, m~/2) if lul < ~.  Hence, by  the above 
m2 (26) (D2~(u)r, r}~<----~ (r, r}~, r ~ X~, 
ml 
(27) (D~(u)s ,  s}~> --~ (s, s}~, s e Y~, 
if lu[ < ~1. 
From (23), if v, w~H,  (D~F(0) v, w}l = (v, w}l-- g'(O)(v, w}o; hence, D~F(O)v = 
~-~ v -- g'(0) Tv~ where T is the linear operator on H defined by <Tv, w}l = <v, w}o. 
Since the injection from J~(D) into L2(D) is compact, T is a compact operator on H. 
If  u e kernel D2F(O), then u is a weak solution of Au ~- gf(0)u ---- 0 in D, u = 0 on ~D. 
Since, by  standard regularity theory, u is a classical solution, we see from (25) that  
u = 0. Hence, by the Fredholm alternative, the continuous linear map D~E(O) 
DsE(0): H -~ H is one-to-one and onto. Therefore, since V/~(0) ~-- 0, it follows from 
the inverse function theorem (see, for example [15]) that  there exists an open set U 
in H containing 0 such that  the restriction of VE to U is one-to-one, V/F(U) is an open 
set containing 0, and VE restricted to U has a C 1 inverse. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that  Iu l l< (~1 for all u e U. 
Suppose that r> 0 is such that  Iv[1 < r implies that  v e V/~(U). We claim that  
if p e Z~(D) and IP Io < %/~ r, then there exists a unique weak solution ~ of the pro- 
blem Au -~ g(u) ---- p(x), u = 0 on ~D such that  [TI~ < ~.  To see this we note that  
- -<p,  w>o, w e~t~(D), represents a continuous linear functional on H so according 
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to the t~iesz representation theorem there exists v e 1/~(D) such that -- <p, w}o ~-- 
-~ (v, w}~. By the Schwarz inequality, (17), and (18) 
IriS< 1p JolV fo< lp ro~ lvll 
hence Ivl~ < r. Therefore there exists ~ with [~]~ < 6~ such that VF(~0)---- v. Conse- 
quently, for w e ~/I(D), (VF(~), w}~ = (v, w}l = -- (p, w}o or, by  (22) 
(28) I((V~, vw~ - g(~) w + pw) ~x = 0.  
/0 
This shows that ~ is a weak solution of Au ~ g(u) = p. 
We now fix p an4 ~ and define FI: H -> R by 
~W~(u) = f ( (V (u  @~)'2V(u +~)}  V(u +qg)+p[u  +q~])dx. 
1) 
We will show that F~ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4, with (iii) replaced by (iii*). 
Since for w e /~(D)  
J) 
we see that VF~(0) ~-- 0 and that V/~(u) ~ 0 if and only if u + ~ is a weak solution 
of (P). Moreover, since 
y <D~P~(~)~, w)l = ~ (V~(~ + tv), ~}11~=o  (<Vv, Vw) - g'(u + q~)vw)~x, 
D 
it follows from (23) that  D~F~(u)~-D~(u ~-q~). Consequently, if y e Y, we see 
from (24) that  
(D~.E(u) y, y}~ >~ re(y, y}~ 
for all u ~ H. This shows that  condition (viii) of Theorem 4 holds for F~. Since 
I~l~ ~ (~, we see from (26) and (27) tha~, if r~X~, then 
m2 
while if s ~ YI, 
(1)~2'1(o)s, )l = (D*~(~)s, s}l~> y (s, s~)t. 
Thus zvl satisfies conditions (iii*) and (iv) of Theorem 4. 
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To see that F~ satisfies condition (vii) of Theorem 4, let x e X. From (20) and (,) 
of Theorem A, we see that  for some constants e and e' 
F~(x) = <x + ~'2x ÷ qJ)~ f V(x(~) ÷ q~(~))d~ ÷ <p, X)o 
D 
<~1 tx ÷ ~i~ --~7 tx ÷ ~lg ÷ c ÷ lp}olXto 
1 
< ~ El~l~ -~,l~l~] + I~1~1~1~ + (Ip 1o + 71~1o)I~1o + c, 
.1  
Hence (F~]X)(x) -~ - -  ~ us [xl~ --> oo and/~ satisfies condition (vii). Since the remain- 
ing conditions of Theorem 4 obviously hold, it follows from the second assertion of 
Theorem 4 that there exist Uo and qz~ with u0 v e u~, ~o ~ 0, u~ ~ 0 such that V/7~(~0 
+ u~:)-~ 0, /~ = 0, 2. By the above remarks, 9, 9-}-u0, and ~ + u~ are distinct 
weak solutions of problem (P). 
4. - P roof  o f  Theorem B. 
We shall prove Theorem B via several lemmas. The first, which is stated for future 
reference, is essentially implicit in the proof of Theorem 4. 
LE~r~A 1. - Let H be a real Hilbert space and let ~ ~ C~(H, R) satisfy conditions (v), 
(vii), and (viii) of Theorem 4 with dim X < co. In  order that VF(u) ~ 0 it is necessary 
and sufficient that /or some x ~ X ,  u ~ x ~ 9~(x) and VG(x)----0 where qD: X -> ~Y 
and G: X - ->R are defined by (8) and (13) respectively. 
The sufficiency of these conditions follows immediately from (7), (9), and condi- 
tion (v). As shown in the proof of Theorem 4, if for a given ~ ~ X there exists a y e :Y 
such that (VI#(& -~ y), k)  ~ 0 for all k e Y, then y ---- ~(&). Therefore, the necessity 
is clear from (v) and (9). 
Assume that  the function g ss~tisfies the conditions of Theorem B. From the con- 
dition tg"(t) ~> O, a.e. and conditions (a), (b) and (c) it is clear that  g satisfies the hypo- 
theses of the first part of Theorem A, where we m~y choose y and 7' to be any numbers 
satisfying 
~x < 7 < rain {g'(-- c~), g'( oo)} <max {g'(-- co), g'( oo)} <7 '< ~N+I. 
~oreover, from (a), g satisfies condition ( ,**)  of Theorem A. Therefore, referring 
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to the proof of Theorem A and letting the functions {q~}~ have the same meaning as 
befor% we have 
LElv~A 2. - ~et g satisfy the conditions of Theorem B. I f  H----~t~(D) and F is 
defined as in (22) then F satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iii*), (iv)-(viii) of Theorem 4 where 
and 
X = span {(p~, . . . ,  q~},  
X~ = span  {q~, ..., ,p~._~}, 
I?'-- X J" 
LE~A 3. - Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem B hold. Let F be defined as in 
Lemma 2 and suppose that VF(uo) = 0 so, by Zemma 1, uo ~ xo ~ q~(xo) with xo ~ X 
and VG(xo) ~ 0. I /uo ~ 0 then sgn 4et D~G(xo) ---- (-- 1)~and sgn 4et D2G(0) ~ (-- 1) ~-x. 
PROOF. -- Suppose VF(uo) = 0 and uo ~: 0. As shown in the proof of Theorem A, 
(29) Auo ~- g(uo) = 0 in D,  uo[SD : 0 
in the weak sense. Since g(0) ~ 0 we may rewrite (29) in the form 
(30) 
where 
(31) 
AUo + q(x) uo = 0 in D, uol~D -~ 0 
1 
q(x) = fg' (suo(x))  ds . 
0 
In the last section it will be shown that,  as a result of standard regularity theory, 
uo is actually a classical solution of (30). Assuming that  this is true for the time 
being, the simple form of (30) and known results on unique continuation ([4, p. 160- 
163], [18, p. 59-61]) imply that  uo cannot vanish identically on an open subset of D. 
We consider the two eigenvalue problems 
(32) 
and 
(33) 
Let  
Aw ~ gq(x)w ~ 0 in D ,  w[SD ~- 0 
Aw -~ flg'(Uo(X)) w --- 0 in D,  w]~D ~- O. 
and 
~i < ~2 <... < ~k < ~k+i<... 
~1 < ~< ... <~ < ~+1< ... 
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denote the eigenvalues of the problems (32) and (33) respectively, with each eigen- 
value occuring as often as the number  of independent solutions associated with it. 
We claim that  
(34) ~ < 1 < ~+~,  
where h r is the integer which occurs in the statement  of Theorem B. To see this, 
let {~k}~°=1 and (0k}k°°__l be sequences of functions in J~r~(D) such that  
A~,~ 4- ¢~:q(x) ~ = 0,  
for all ]¢, and such that  
fq(x) ~(x)  W~(x) = ~5, dx 
D 
fg'(uo(x))O,~(x) Os(x) dx = ~. .  
D 
k 
For fixed k, choose numbers c~, ..., ck not all zero such that  if v = ~csyJ~ then 
j= l  
f¢(u.(x)) v(x) O,(x)dx = o, j : 1 , . . . ,  k - -  1. 
D 
According to the t~ayleigh quotient characterization of the eigenvalues of (33) ([9]) 
we have 
(35) fl~ < f < Vv, Vv> dx/ f g' ( uo) v: dx . 
D 
Since tg"(t) > 0 for almost all t ~ (-- c~, c~), we see that  if x ~ D and u.(x) ¢ 0, then 
1 
q(x) = fg'(8~0(~)) d8 < g'(u°(x)). 
0 
Therefore, since uo(x) cannot vanish identically on any open subset of D, we see 
f rom (35) that 
If fit~ < Vv, Vv}dx q(x)v~dx = ~e ej , i= '1  = 
D 1) 
an4 hence 
(36) fl~ < ~,  k = 1, 2, . . . .  
We now consider the two eigenvalue problems 
(37) Aw ~- ~')~v+lW = 0 in D, wt~D : 0 
and 
(38) Aw + ~+lw = 0 in D,  wI~D ~ O. 
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for all t e (-- co, oo). 
(39) 
I f  {Yk}~ and {~}~ denote the eigenvalues of (37) and (38) respectively, indexed in 
order of increasing magnitude, then clearly 
r~ = L I i~+I ,  ~k = LoIi~+I. 
From the condition tg"(t) > 0 a.e. and conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem B we 
h~vc 
,~-~ < g'(O) <g'(t) <max {g'(oo), g'(-- co)} < ).~+~ 
Hence 
1 
0 
for all x e D. From (39) and the same type of comparison argument that led to (36) 
we have the inequalities 
(40) o~z~_l < ~,v-1 = 1 , 
(41) I = yN+I < ~+i,  
(42) i ---- 7~+~ < fl~+~. 
Since uo(x)~ O, it follows from (30) that 1 is eigcnvalue of (32); hence from (40) 
and (41) we see that ~. -  I. The claim (34) now follows from (42) and (36) with 
k----N. 
If 
(43) V = sp~n (0~, ..., 0~} 
then a straight forward calculation shows thut 
<v, v>l<fliv_fg'(uo(X)) v~dx if v e V. 
0 
(Compare with (20)). Therefore, from (23), we conclude that 
(44) <D~P(u0)v,v>~< 1- -  <v, v>~ if v ~ g .  
To prove the first ~ssertion of Lemma 3 we show that  all of the eigenvalues of 
the self-adjoint operator D~G(xo): X -+X are negative. Assuming the contrary, 
there exists h~ e X such that  <D~G(xo) h~, h~>~ >~ O. Let 
(45) m = h~ + ~'(Xo)(h~) .
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From (12) we have 
(46) <D2F(uo) m, ~>1 > 0, 
and from (11) we see that 
(47) <D~F(uo)m, k>~ = 0 if k e Y. 
l~eeall, fl'om Lemma 2, that  <DZF(uo)k, k>~>mllkil ~ with m > 0 if k E Y. There- 
fore, by  (45), (46), and the self-adjointness of D~F(uo), if k e Y and ~ e R, then 
<D~F(Uo)(k -~- ccm), k -]- ccm>~ = <DZF(uo)k,/~>~ + c¢~<D~F(uo)m, re>l>0.  
Thus, if Z is the subspace of H defined by 
Z ~-- {z ~ Hlz : k -~ ~~ ~ k ~ Y, ~ ~ R} , (48) 
then 
(49) <D2F(u0) z, z>~ > 0 if z E Z. 
Extend h~ to a basis {h~, ..., h~} of X and let 
= span {h2,..., hz.}. 
Since H- - - -XQ Y, we infer from (45) and (48) that  H ~ 2~OZ. Consequently, 
Since dim2~-~ Zr -  1, there exist constants c~, ..., c~ not all zero such that  c~l~ 
-~ ... ~ c~ lN ~-- 0. Therefore 
v =_ c~01+ ... + c~O~= c lz~+ . . .+  c~z~EZ,  
and v#0 by the independence of 01,...,0~: By (49) <D~F(uo)v,v>l>O. On the 
other hand, from (34) and (44) it follows that  <D~F(uo)v, v>~ < O. This contradic- 
t ion shows that  all the eigenvalues of D~G(xo) must be negative and the first assertion 
of Lemma 3 is proved. 
The second assertion f Lemma 3 follows from the statement that  D~G(O) has 
one positive eigenvalue and N- -1  negative eigenvalues. This statement in turn 
is equivalent o the conditions: (i) D~G(O) is nonsingulur; (ii) The quadratic form as-- 
sociated with D'G(O) cannot be negative definite on all of X;  (iii) D~G(0) c~nno tbe 
positive definite on any two dimensional subspace of X. 
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The first condition follows from Zemma 2 since, as shown in the proof of Theo- 
rem 4, condition (iii*) of Theorem 4 implies that  0 is a nondegenerate critical point 
of G. 
To establish the second condition ~ssume on the contrary that  (D2G(O)h, h)~ < 0 
if h~X ~nd h=~ 0. I f  W~ {h-~- qY(O)(h)Ih~X } then dim ~ d imX ~-- h ~ and, 
since ~(0) -~ 0, we infer from (12) that  (D~(0)  w, w)~ < 0 for w V= 0 a.nd w ~ ~'. 
Since the codimension of ](~ is N -- 1, a standard algebraic argument, which has been 
used above, shows that  there exists w~ ~ I~ n Y~ with w~ V= 0. Therefore <D~-_F(O)w~, 
w~)~< 0 and, from Lemma 2 and condition (iv) of Theorem 4, <D~2'(O)w~,w~)~ 
>~m~IIw~li~ > O. This contradiction shows that  D~G(O) cannot be negative definite 
Oil X.  
To prove the third condition suppose that Q is a two-dimensional subspace of X 
such that (D2G(O) q, q)~ > 0 if q e Q and q v~ 0. If  Q is the subspace of H defined by 
Q={q+~' (O) (q ) lqeQ} 
then according to (12), (D~F(0)~, ~)~> 0 if ~ve 0 and ~eQ.  I f  k~ Y, by (11), 
(D~F(0) ~, k) : 0. Thus~ by condition (viii) of Theorem 4, if ~ ~ ~ and k e :Y, then 
(D~F(0)(~-t - k), ~ k ) l>  0 unless ~= k = 0; from which we also infer that  
~) (~ Y ---- {0}. Since codimension (Q Q Y) = codimension :Y- dimension Q ---- N -- 2 
and dim X~ = N- -1  there exists xl E X~ (h (~ Q Y) with x~ ve 0. From Lemma 2, 
(iii*) of Theorem 4, ~nd the above <D~F(O)x~, x~)~< 0 and <D2_F(O)xl, x~)~> O. 
This contradiction proves that  D~G(xo) cannot have two positive cigenvalues, and 
by earlier remarks completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
As a by-product of the proof of Lemma 3, we have the result that  if Uo is any 
solution of (Po) then the boundary vulue problem 
Aw + ¢(Uo(X)) w = o in D wl 9 = 0 
(in the generalized sense), has only the trivial solution assuming the conditions of 
Theorem B. This follows from (33) and (3~) if uo is not identically zero and is ~ trivial 
consequence of condition (a) otherwise. By  using the same argument, based on the 
inverse function theorem, that  was used in the proof of the second assertion of Theo- 
rem A we have 
LE~A 4. - I f  Uo is a solution of (P0), then, under the conditions of Theorem B, 
there exist numbers 0 > 0 and ~'~ 0 such that if p ~ L~(D) and IP]o < ~, then there exists 
a unique weak solution u of (P) with lu-- Uo]1 < ~'. 
LE~2v~A 5. - Given r ~ 0 there exists a number R(r) ~ 0 such that if the conditions 
o] Theorem B hold and p ~ L~(D) with IPlo <~ r then any weak solution o1 (P) satislies 
lull<R(r). 
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PI~OOF. - I f  y and y' are numbers such that 
(50) ~ < y' <max {g'(~), g'(-- ~)} <y < tN+I 
then according to conditions (b) and (e) of Theorem B there exists a number to > 0 
such that ?'<g(t)/t<9, if ]tl>~to. We can extend the restriction of g(t)/t to (-- c% 
- -  to] U [to, c~) (for example, l inearly between -- to and to) to a function h(t) conti- 
nuous on (-- 0% co) with 
(51) l~v < 9,' < h(t) <9' < ,~v+l 
for all t. Since the function g(t)-- h(t)t is continuous and has compact support, it 
is bounded. Hence 
(52) g(t) -~ h(t)t ~- H(t) , ]H(t)]<L 
for some constant L. Suppose p e L~(D) and ]plo < r. Let u be a weak solution of (P). 
If  w e/~I(D) then 
~(<vu,  vw> - g(u) w + p(~) w) ~ = 0. 
/ )  
Let u - - - -x~-y  with xeXandy~ Yand choose w=y- -x .  Since Y=X ±, [wll~- 
----lu[~. From (52) we have 
D D 
Hence, by (51), 
ryl~ - 9,,yl~ + 9,'IXlo ~ - Ixl~ < (L(meas D)~ + IPto)IWlo< (~(meas D) -~ + r)(~/V~)1~11. 
Therefore, using (19) ~nd (20) we have 
9,' 
Lett ing b > 0 denote the minimum of the two numbers (1 --9,/2~+~) and (9, ' /~--  1) 
we see that 
[u]~< (L(meas D) ½ -~- r)(1/b%/-i~) ~_ R(r) 
and the lemma is proved. 
LE~vIA 6. - Under the conditions of Theorem B there exist exactly three solutions 
--one trivial and two nontrivial--o/ the homogeneous problem (Pc). 
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P~ooP. - By  Lemma 1, it is sufficient o show that there are exactly three solutions 
of VG(x) = 0. I f  VG(x) ~-- 0 then u ---- x -~- ~(x) is a solution of VL~(u) ~ 0 or, equi- 
valently, u is a weak solution of (Po)- Hence, by Lemmu 5, lut~<R(O). Since ~(x) 
Y---- X ±, it follows that IxI~<R(o). Now, according to Lemmu 3 and the inverse 
function theorem, the solutions of VG(x)= 0 are isolated. Hence, there can exist 
only a ]inite number o] solutions o] VG(x)= 0. Let x~, ..., x~ denote the nonzero 
solutions of VG(x) = 0; by Theorem A, lc~>2. The critical points of G and ] ~-- -- G 
coincide, so ~ccording to Lemm~ 3 sgn detD: ] (0 )= ( - -1 )~sgndet  D2G(O)=-  1, 
and, if l< i<~k,  sgn det D2/(xi) = ( - -1)~sgndetD2G(x¢)  --~ 1. By  (13), ](x) ~ c~ as 
[xl~ --> ~ so f satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. Since i(V], xj) ---- sgn det D~](xj), 
it foltows from Theorem 2 and the above that  -- 1 ~- k ---- 1. Hence k = 2 and the 
Lemma~ is proved. 
To complete the proof of Theorem B let uo, u~, and u.2 be the three solutions of the 
problem (Po). According to Lemma 4, we c,~n choose numbers ~ > 0 ~nd 8'> 0 such 
that  if p e Z2(D) and tPlo < ~ then there exist solutions/i~¢, k = 0, 1, 2 of problem (P) 
with [~7~ -- uk[~ ~ ~' for k ---- 0, 1, 2. Since 6 and 5' can be t~ken to be arbitrari ly 
small, these solutions will be distinct if [P[0 is small. 
Assuming that Theorem B is not true, there exists ~ sequence {p~}~ in Z~(D) 
such that [P~lo -~ 0 as m -~ ~ and such that there exist four distinct solutions u~,,,, 
1 =- 0, 1,2, 3, of (P) with p = p,~ Consequently, if w ~H~(D) and 0</<3,  then 
~(<vw, Vu~.~}- g(u~,)w + wp~)~ = 0 (53) 
D 
If 2/: ~(D)  -~(D)  is defined by (2/(u), w}~ ~- fg(u) wd~ then since g has a bounded 
D 
derivative and the injection ~(D)  --> L~(D) is compact ([4]), ~ is continuous with 
respect to weak convergence. From the Riesz representation theorem there exists 
v~ ~//z(D) such that (w, p,,}o = (w, v,,}~ and, since 
We can thus write (53) in the form 
(u~.. wh = (~V(u~.3, wh-  (v~, w}~ 
for ~11 w e ~(D) ;  hence 
(54) u~ -~ 2/(u~,~) -- v~ , 0~<l~3 
Since the sequence {p~}~ is bounded in L2(D), it follows from Lemma 5 that the 
sequences {u,m}~_ 1 are bounded in /~I(D). Hence, there is a sequence of integers 
{m~}~= I such that  {u~,j}~ I converges weakly to some z, in /?/I(D) for 0<l~<3. Since 
2/(ulna) converges strongly to N(z~) for l = 0, t ,  2, 3, it follows from (54) that  
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{u~.}T actually converges trongly to z~ and zz-~ N(z~) for 0<l~3.  Hence. for 
we]~(D) ,  <z~, w>, = (N(z~), w>l orDJ(<Vz~ , w>-  g(z~)w) d~ = 0 if l = 0, 1, 2, 3, so 
zt is a weak solution of (-Po). Therefore, each z~, 1 : 0, 1, 2, 3, is equal to some u~, 
k = 0, i ,  2. This means that  some two of the four sequences {u~}~=~, 0<l~<3 must 
converge to the same weak solution of (Po). Since for each j, the four functions u~,  
1 = 0, 1, 2, 3 are distinct, and since IP~[o -> 0 as j -~ c% this contradicts Lemma 
for j large and Theorem B is proved. 
5. - P roof  o f  Theorem C. 
To prove Theorem C we make use of the following result due to CLA~K [8, p. 71] 
which was actually stated in the more general context of C ~ functions defined on 
Banach spaces which have a second derivative only at the origin: 
Let H be a real Hilbert space and ] an even, real-valued C ~ function de/ined on H. 
Suppose that f has the property that whenever {x,} c_ H is a bounded sequence such that 
](x~) < O, f(x,) is bounded below, and Vf(x,) -+ 0, then {x,,} contains a convergent sub- 
sequence. Suppose that f(O) ~-- 0, / is bounded below, there exists a subspace M of H 
o/ dimension 1 > 0 such that (D°-f(O) x, x)  < 0 if x ~ M with x V= O, and f(x) ~ 0 for 
IxI suNieiently large. Then there exist at last 21 nonzero solutions of Vf(x) ---- 0. 
To prove Theorem C we again define F: /~I(D)  -~ R by (22) and observe that, 
since g is odd, F is even. As shown in the proof of Theorem A, F satisfies the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 4. We assert that  the function ~ defined by (7) and (8) is odd. 
Indeed, by the oddness of VF, it follows from (7) that  <VF( - -x - -~(x) ) ,  k> = 
---- -- <VF(x -~ ~(x)), k> = 0 for all ~ e Y. Since ~(-- x) is the unique element of 
such that .<VF(-- x -~ q~(-- x)), k> = 0 for all k s :Y, it follows that  ~(-- x) = -- ~(x). 
F rom this it follows that  the function G: X -~R defined by G(x)-~ F(x - t -? (x ) )  
is also even. 
We asser~ that, under the conditions of Theorem C, the quadratic form associated 
with D2G(O) is positive definite on some subspace M of X of dimension N-  K ~- 1. 
Assuming the contrary, D~G(O) has at least K nonpositive igenvalues so there exists 
a subspace W of X w~th dim W~K such that (D~G(O)w, w}<0 for all w6W.  If 
I~ z is the subspace of /?/I(D) defined by l~ ~-{w ~-~'(0)w]ws W}, then, since 
~(0) = 0, it follows from (12) that  (D~F(O)v, v}<0 for all z,~ I~. :By (21) and the 
hypotheses of Theorem C, it follows that if ]~'1 is defined as in the proof of Theorem A, 
then there exists m1> 0 such that  (D~(O)s ,s )>~m~(s ,s )  for all s t  Y~ and codi- 
mension Y~---- K - -  1. Since dim Ii:---- dim W>K there exists z~ l~(h Y~ with 
z¢  0 which is clearly impossible. This contradiction establishes the existence of 
an (N- -  K + t)-dimensional subspace M of X on which D~G(O) is positive definite. 
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I f  / (~) -~- -G(x)  then <D~f(O)x ,x}<O if xeM and x=/:O. Moreover, by  (13), 
/(x) -~ + ~ as ]x] -> ~.  Since dim X = N< co, it is clear that / :  X -> R satisfies 
M1 of the conditions of the ~forementioned result due to Clark. This establishes the 
existence of at  least 2(N -- K -~ 1) nonzero solutions of VG(x) ~ 0, and so by Lemma 1
of the previous ection, there exist at  least 2 (N- -  K -~ 1) nonzero solutions of VF(u) ~ 0. 
Since critical points of F are weak solutions of (P0) this proves Theorem C. 
6. -  Regularity. 
The fact thut, under the hypotheses of Theorem A,  any weak/~l-solut ion of (P) 
is Mso a classical solution follows from a standard (( bootstrap ~) ~rgument which we 
indicate for completeness. 
Let  W,~,~(D) denote the standard Sobolev space of functions having generalized 
L~(D)-derivatives up to order m > 1. I f  u is a weak solution of (P) in / t l (D)c  W~,2 
then ueL~(D) .  Assume that  we have established that  ueZq(D)  for some q>2.  
Since g' is bounded and p(x) ~ C~(D), for some ~ e (0, 1), 
h(x) ~ p(x) -- g(u(x)) e L~(D) . 
Therefore, since u is a generalized solution of 
(zJu)(x) ~ h(x) ,  x ~ D 
u(x) = 0 , x ~ D , 
if follows from a result due to AG~ON, DouGnlS and ~I~E~BEt~G [1] that  u e W2,~: 
I f  2q>n then by the Sobolev imbedding theorem (see [4, p. 221]) it follows that  
ue /~(D)  for any  re [ l ,  c~). I f  2q<n then ueL~(D)  where r~-nq/ (n - -2q)>q.  
l~epeating this argument a sufficient number  of times, we can conclude that  u e W~,~ 
where r is so large that  0 < ~ < 1 -- (n/r). Since W2,~ _c W,,~, it follows from a result 
due to MO~E¥ [19, Theorem 3.3.3] that  u ~ C~(D) where the H61der exponent 
fl ~- 1 --  (n/r). Since g' is continuous and C~(D) c_ C~(D), h(x) = p(x) - -  g(u(x)) e C~(D). 
Therefore, since ~D is of class C2+% it follows by standard potential  theory [10] that  
there exists a solution of 
(55) A(v)(x) = h(x),  zeD 
v(x) ---- 0 ,  x e ~D,  
with v E C ~+~. Since u and v are both f / l -weak solutions of (53) and (55) has a unique 
/~l-weak solution, u = v. This proves that  u is a classical solution of (P). 
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